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Barbara Vinken

DRESSING UP
What We Do When We Put on Clothes

A man as a woman as a man? A woman as a man as a woman? Barbara Vinken revels in analysing

fashion as a game played with gender and identity.

Do we dress as women or as men? Are our clothes simply a form of self-expression or are we also conveying a wealth of social

codes? Fashion, according to Barbara Vinken, is always simultaneously a language, a set of conventions to which we are subject,

and a means of defying those conventions – surrendering ourselves to the charms of dressing up. Only as a game played with

gender, class and identity is fashion capable of performing gender as a sophisticated rhetorical construct. What fashion does,

therefore, is not to erase gender, not to make gender fluid, but to radically unsettle and juxtapose the constructs of ‘femininity’ and

‘masculinity’. Provocative, witty and brilliant.
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